
 

 

 

 

 

 

Join us as a Building Physics Consultant 

 

We are a young and energetic business with a passion for sustainable buildings that are simple and 

robust. We are looking for a building physics consultant who shares our passion. 

 

You will be responsible for undertaking analysis of designs using a variety of tools and techniques, 

producing reports on the findings and advising clients and design team members, and obtaining or 

overseeing certifications such as Passivhaus. You will attend design team meetings and site 

inspections, and be confident dealing with clients, other consultants and contractors. Your writing 

skills will be excellent, as you will be producing reports and specifications. 

 

Your IT skills will be excellent, particularly in excel. You will hold a relevant degree or postgraduate 

qualification. Experience of thermal building modelling using techniques and packages such as 

Passivhaus/PHPP, TAS (or similar dynamic simulation packages such as IES), WUFI, Thermal bridging 

simulations will be important.  

 

Qualifications such as Passivhaus Consultant, OCDEA, NDEA would be favourable, although further 

training (formal and informal) will be provided where appropriate. You will have extensive knowledge 

of building techniques and products, and a working knowledge of building services. You will have 

good skills in practical problem solving. You will be motivated and ambitious and have desire to learn 

and work independently and in a team environment. 

 

A full, clean UK driving licence would be desirable as you will need to get to meetings independently 

– but we do use public transport, walk and cycle whenever possible.  

 

At times it can be hard graft. If the deadlines all come together, you will be expected to roll your 

sleeves up. But we operate a flexible time system so you can kick back when you need to, and we will 

offer a bonus for excellent performance. In return, you will get to be part of an exciting new business 

where no two days are the same. We will invest in your skills and knowledge and help you achieve 

your ambitions. You will be offered an ethical pension to which we will contribute. You will be based 

in the wonderful town of Bradford on Avon.  

 

To apply, send your CV and a covering letter, including your salary expectations, to: 

info@greengaugebuildingenergy.co.uk 

54b Frome Road, Bradford on Avon BA15 1LA 

 


